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   We get this chronic complaint quite often…” I didn’t know about this”.  It is your   

   responsibility to keep yourself informed about the goings on with the HOA.  You can attend 

   meetings, check out the Insight monthly newsletter, Email blasts, and/or check the website.  

   Meetings, minutes, agendas and the newsletters are posted on the website.  If you are not  

   getting the email blasts, send an email directly to the HOA  address so that the server  

   registers it and recognizes it.   

 

Thank you to all of the Zone Captains for your hard work completing our membership drive.  Remember that 

even though this is not a negotiations year, strong membership is important in showing solidarity to the village 

ownership.  If we missed anyone, membership is always open. Please contact anyone on the HOA Board and 

we will get an application to you.   

 

 

   Lawn Treatments – With our new Rent Agreement comes added Lawn Treatment. In  

   addition to fertilization, GreenEdge (the contractor) will be applying Weed Control and  

   Pesticides. They will put out signage, like the picture on the left, to indicate when they have 

   applied treatments. In some cases, the signs will be placed on the corner of each block that 

   has been treated. The signs are to warn that pets and children should stay off the lawns until 

   as noted on the signs. 

 

 

 



 

    The winner of the Spring Basket was Judy Izzo, Todd’s sister.  The 50/50   

    drawing went to Trudy Companik.  Congratulations to both.  Our next basket is a  

    Margaritaville Blast!  It’s huge!  Don’t miss out on this one starting in May. 

 

 

 

    Our Membership Dinner was a great success with over 175 members attending.   

    Our scheduled events for this fiscal year include a Volunteer Appreciation lunch,  

    Oktoberfest in September, HOA “hosted” Veterans lunch, and ending with our  

    Membership Dinner.  

 

 

 

    Thanks for everyone’s support in getting the Wall of Honor for our Veterans off  

    and going.  A special thank you to Dave Holifield, US Marine Veteran, for stepping 

    up and putting us at our goal!    We now need a few volunteers that can help get the 

    details together so we can start assembling and hanging the frames.  Call Mike  

    Bond for information. NEW EVENT:  Each month the Veterans group will meet  

    for lunch at a different place.  The first scheduled one will be June 6th.  There will  

    be a monthly sign up sheet in the clubhouse for those attending.  Details in May  

    newsletter. 

 

 

 

NEW MONTHLY ADDITION!! 

 

Helpful Hints for living at CLV 

 

THE GATE: The proper usage for the gate is to let the vehicle in front of you go through and allow the bar to 

begin to come down before you pass through the reader.  The gate system is designed to keep the vehicle behind 

you from tailgating and getting in when they should not.  Proper use will eliminate damage to your car. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


